New 
Introduction.
If G is a locally compact Abelian group with dual group G, we denote by MiG) the convolution algebra of bounded complex regular measures on G, We write the group operations in G and G additively, denote the identity element of G by 0, and write the action of a character y £ G upon
an element x £ G as (x, y). If p £ MiG), we denote the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p by pix) = /~(x, y) dpiy). We denote Haar measure on G by dx and on G by dy, and we define BiG) = i^|/z.
£ M(G)is PiG) = i^t|fi e M(G)
is a nonnegative measure!, and A AG) = \p\dp = F dy for some F £ Lj(G) -fl L AG)}, 1 < p < <*. The Fourier transform of a function / £ L,(G) is denoted by fiy) = /G( -x, y)/(x) z/x. We refer to [7] for the basic facts about abstract harmonic analysis.
A complex valued function on G is said to be a positive definite function if n (1.1) Z 4>(x{-x)c.c-.>0 '.7=1 for all Xj,..., x £ G, all c j.c^ £ C, and all n -1, 2.Bochner's classical characterization of P(G) [2] is that it is precisely the set of con- (i) JJ fix + y)hix)hiy) dx dy < jj <f>ix -y)hix)hiy)dx dy, and
for all h £ LxiG). If we choose n = 3, x, = 0, %2 = x, and x = y in (2.2) and apply the determinant inequality in Lemma 2.1 (a-iii) we obtain the inequality Fourier transform of the function \H\ by h'; if A £ LAG) nP(G) then h = h.
The inequality |j^|(B) < piB) implies that the measure v is absolutely continuous with respect to p; denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative by dv/dp = F. Since \v{B)\ = \j~B Fiy) dpiy)\ < /x(B) = JB dp for every Borel set B, we must have ply £ G\ |F(y)| > 11 = 0. Thus, we may assume that F £ L^iG)
with ||P(I^ < 1. Conversely, if dv = F dp for some bounded measurable function F with |F| < 1 on the support of p, then it follows easily that pix -y) >-£ vix + y) on G. We summarize these observations in (e) // </>(x -y) >5 fix + y) on G then \fGfix)hix) dx\ < fG4>ix)hfix) dx for all h £ LxiG)nBiG). Ap^G\ l < P < °°. using Ap^ n p(°">-li <M* " y) >s A* + y) on G and if both 4> and / are continuous at zero, then we know 4> -p and / = v with p, v £ MiG), p nonnegative, and dv = F dp for some F £ L^iG). If </j £ A AG) then p must be absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure and dp = <J>z?"y for some $ £ Lj (5) 
